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Abstract An approach to classification using a multiagent system using an
Argumentation from Experience paradigm is proposed. The technique is based
on the idea that classification can be conducted as a process whereby a group
of agents “argue” about the classification of a given case according to their
experience as recorded in their individual local data sets. The paper describes
mechanisms whereby this can be achieved, which have been realised in the
PISA framework. The framework allows both the possibility of agents op-
erating in groups (coalitions) and migrating between groups. The proposed
multiagent classification using the Argumentation from Experience paradigm
has been used to address standard, ordinal and unbalanced classification prob-
lems with good results. A full evaluation, in the context of these applications,
is presented.

Keywords Multiagent Classification · Argumentation · Classification
Association Rules

1 Introduction

Argumentation is the study of how to draw conclusions based on reasons for
and against particular propositions, and has been used in AI and multiagent
systems to support persuasion, deliberation and negotiation (see [5] for an
overview). Argumentation often takes the form of a debate or dialogue be-
tween parties representing the different points of view. For example, the US
and the English legal systems are based on an adversarial approach in which
opposing lawyers representing the parties to the dispute put forward argu-
ments as to why the case should be decided for their clients. In this way the
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arguments pro and con can be proposed, critiqued by counter arguments and
evaluated. The work described in this paper applies argumentation in the con-
text of classification. We have a dialogue between a number of participants
regarding the classification of a given case (each agent charged with advocat-
ing a particular classification). In the case of binary classification this will take
the form of a two-party dialogue. In the case of multi-class classification this
will take the form of a multi-party dialogue, with agents representing each
possible classification. This approach has been implemented in the PISA sys-
tem, with the the participants realised as software agents, operating within a
Multi-Agent System (MAS). With PISA we can thus classify instances in a
variety of domains through dialogues conducted by sets of software agents.

The motivational application setting is a distributed data mining scenario
where, for one of a number of reasons, the data should not be brought together
into a single “data warehouse”. In such a situation, each agent has its own
personal data repository, containing records different from those held by other
agents (i.e. the data sets are disjoint), which the agent can mine so as to
generate arguments for its own classification and against the classifications
proposed by other agents1. We refer to this classification paradigm as Multi-
Agent Argumentation Based Classification from Experience (MABCE), since
an agent’s particular “experience” is reflected by its individual data repository.
The locality of data may be necessary where, for example, individual records
(perhaps because they contain personal information) are not permitted to be
shared across agents. Using PISA only aggregated data is exchanged, and so
individual privacy is respected. It is also desirable when the problem contains
some relatively uncommon exceptions to a general rule of classification. These
can be mined from an individual data set, when they would be lost if the data
were pooled into a single large set.

One exemplar application domain used in this paper is lay adjudication
such as that associated, in many countries, with the award of welfare benefits.
In this setting adjudicators will typically deal with many cases, and will de-
velop particular habits of classification. Error rates in such decision making are
high, and this is often because rarely encountered exceptions are overlooked,
and because some bad habits of interpretation can become ingrained in a par-
ticular group of adjudicators. Such welfare benefits are typically decided by a
range of adjudicators working in several different regional offices, and different
adjudicators and different offices will tend to encounter different types of case
(e.g. some particular lung diseases are much more common in mining areas;
some occupations requiring special treatment, for example trawler fishing, will
be rarely encountered in inland areas, etc) and so the different offices will tend
to develop different bad habits and blind spots. The high error rate encoun-
tered in the assessment of claims to welfare benefit is a significant problem
[18,27,38,39]. The proposed MABCE system addresses this issue by allowing
a dialogue between two or more agents representing different offices, with a

1 Of course, the agent may also be able to find arguments against the classification it is
advocating. These are, however, not used, except when considering whether to concede a
point: it is the role of the other agents to put forward arguments against this classification.
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view to moderating their decisions. This will then enable the different per-
spectives to be considered, and mistakes to be corrected. Another exemplar
application is academic moderation. For marking projects and dissertations it
is usual to use two or more independent markers. When there is disagreement
in the initial assessments the assessors meet and attempt to justify their differ-
ent marks. This process enables strengths and weaknesses initially over looked
or under weighted to be identified and reconsidered. Usually a consensus will
be possible: otherwise the reasons put forward in the moderation will need to
be evaluated by a third party, whose task is eased by having the reasons made
explicit in this way.

This paper provides a full overview of the proposed framework for Arguing
from Experience and its application to multi-agent classification. Among the
issues that must be considered when developing such a framework are:

1. The nature of a framework that will enable the envisioned argumentation
from experience process whereby a collection of agents can reach an agree-
ment about the classification of cases in some domain.

2. The means by which the discussion between different agents is facilitated.
3. The mechanism by which the agents can agree or disagree with each oth-

ers arguments; and the effects of the underlying agreement model on the
argumentation process.

4. The mechanisms required to address unbalanced and ordinal classification
problems as well as standard classification problems.

Mechanisms to address these issues as realised in the PISA (Pooling Infor-
mation from Several Agents) multiagent system are described and their eval-
uation form the subject of the remainder of this paper. The framework has
been realised as part of the PISA (Pooling Information from Several Agents)
multiagent system which is also described. The rest of this paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 presents a review of some related previous work. In Sec-
tion 3 an overview of the proposed argumentation framework is given, and the
PISA realisation of this framework is described in Section 4. The operation of
PISA is illustrated with a worked example in section 5. An extensive evalua-
tion of MABCE, and PISA, using a variety of different datasets is presented
in Section 6. Finally, a discussion and some conclusions are offered in Section
7.

2 Previous Work

Agent based techniques are widely applied to classification and machine learn-
ing tasks. Examples of the most mature systems, related to the work described
in this paper, include the JAM[45] and BODHI[19] systems which provide
agent based meta-learning strategies for classification. The literature also pro-
vides evidence that multi-agent approaches to classification can yield better
results than other approaches ([44,45,47]). Multi-agent based classification
typically involves a number of agents, each provided with a local dataset. In
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some cases [34,37] the agents in the system have the same data, whereas in
others, as in our work, the data sets are different (e.g. [45,19,47]). Additionally
a number of approaches for sharing data in learning systems have also been
proposed: [25] suggests an exchange of training examples among agents, [24]
deals with limited information sharing in distributed clustering. In the PISA
system each agent has a distinct local dataset, and arguments rather than
examples or data are exchanged.

The main issue in multi agent classification is often considered not to be the
classifier generation algorithms themselves, but the most appropriate mecha-
nisms to allow agents to collaborate [26]. PISA provides such a mechanism for
agent collaboration through argumentation. Other examples of agent based
collaboration include [13], where the agents gradually join their datasets to-
gether according to a fixed distributed algorithm. Another example is [52]
where groups of classifier agents learn to organise their activity so as to opti-
mise global system behaviour. Both approaches assume that the agents coop-
erate to achieve a joint learning goal.

Agent technology has also been employed in meta-learning, the generation
of a “global” classifier by combining a number of locally generated “base”
classifiers [3,45]. One particular example of a meta-learning technique is en-
semble learning (see [20] for a survey, and [21] for an experimental comparison
of three techniques). Ensemble techniques have been shown to achieve good
performance, especially in fields where the development of a powerful single
learning system requires considerable effort [53]. Ensemble learning has been
applied in the context of MAS. Generally, multiagent ensemble learning can
be divided into two categories:

1. Competitive ensemble learning, where agents work asynchronously on the
same problem and the decision of the best agent is the group decision.

2. Cooperative ensemble learning, where the group decision is a fusion or ag-
gregation of the individual decisions of all agents involved.

PISA supports both techniques; the overall argumentation process presents
a competitive ensemble approach, whereas the inter-group decision making
procedure (discussed in Sub-section 4.2) is akin to the cooperative ensemble
approach. In [41] it has been shown that an effective ensemble learning system
may benefit from the combination of both techniques. These findings were also
supported by the results of the experiment using PISA described in Section 6.

The proposed multiagent arguing from experience paradigm uses an Asso-
ciation Rule Mining (ARM) technique to produce arguments. ARM is a well
established data mining technique developed in the early 1990s and first ap-
plied to super-market basket analysis [1,2]. It is focused on the discovery of
relationships, called Association Rules (ARs) of the form X ⇒ Y (where X

and Y are disjoint subsets of some global set of attributes defined by the data).
ARs are generated from the frequently occurring subsets of attributes, called
itemsets, in a given binary valued input data set. An itemset is said to be
frequent if its occurrence count (expressed as a percentage of the total number
of records) and called its support, is greater than a specified support threshold.
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For each frequently occurring subset, with a cardinality greater than one, two
or more ARs can be generated. For example given a frequent subset {a, b} the
associations a ⇒ b and b ⇒ a can be generated. The relevance of an associa-
tion is given by its confidence value, a percentage value calculated by dividing
the support of the frequent item set from which the AR was generated by the
support for the AR’s antecedent. If the two supports are the same the confi-
dence value will be 100%, indicating that every time the antecedent occurs,
so does the consequent. PISA operates by applying a preference relation over
ARs calculated from the support and confidence metrics. Note that all PISA
agents conform to the same global support and confidence thresholds (it would
not make sense for the agents to have different thresholds since it would bias
the system in favour of the classifications advocated by agents with the more
generous thresholds.).

There has been some work on the application of argumentation techniques
to classification, notably the work of [12,42,46]. [12] present a multiagent ar-
gumentation based system system to reach agreements regarding cooperation
and goal satisfaction founded on a central facilitator agent. In [42] an argu-
mentation framework for learning agents is articulated. This framework has
some similarities with the one proposed here in that it takes the experience, in
the form of past cases, of agents into consideration. However, Case-Based Rea-
soning, rather than data mining, techniques are used to generate arguments.
[42] also presented a framework for multiparty argumentation to enable a com-
mittee of agents to jointly deliberate about given cases where, unlike PISA,
the communication between the arguing agents is direct (there is no mediator
agent). An earlier example of un-mediated multi party argumentation can be
found in [46], where turn taking is tokenised. When an agent receives an “at-
tack”, it informs the attacker whether it accepts the counter argument (and
changes its prediction) or not. When an agent has the token it can answer
to attacks by generating counter attacks. The communication between the
agents continues in the same manner until they all agree on a prediction, or
until a given number of rounds has passed during which no agent has gener-
ated any counterargument. If at the end of the argumentation the agents have
not reached an agreement, then a voting mechanism that uses the confidence
of each prediction as a weighting mechanism is used to decide the final solu-
tion. PISA has a very different mechanism which, as will be fully described
in Section 4, uses an argumentation artefact (the argumentation tree) and a
mediator agent to facilitate the argumentation process between a set of agents.

Privacy issues are playing an increasingly important role in emerging data
mining applications. Some of the systems discussed above allow, or even re-
quire, the agents to reveal or share their local data with other agents to enhance
the outcome of the classification process. Privacy preserving data mining, in
contrast, permits the agents to communicate only high level statistics about
their private data rather than communicating the raw data itself (e.g. [14,35,
34]). PISA follows a similar pattern in that it maintains the privacy of each
agent’s local dataset; only generalisations of the data are exchanged during
the dialogue, so that the privacy of the underlying data is not compromised.
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3 The Argumentation Framework

As indicated above, the PISA framework for MABCE allows a number of
agents to “argue” about the classification of a particular case. Each agent (or
in some experiments, group of agents) argues for a particular classification
and against other classifications. Arguments for or against a particular clas-
sification are made with reference to an agent’s local data set (reflecting the
individual experience of the agent). Each data set comprises a set of records
such that each record describes a previously classified case. Each record con-
sists of a set of attribute-value pairs and a single attribute-value pair indicat-
ing the classification (class) of that particular record. Note that agents need
to have both records classified as belonging to the class they are proposing
and records belonging to the classes advocated by other agents. This is be-
cause agents need to be able to generate rules to support all classifications,
if they are to defend their own classification and to attack the classifications
promoted by other agents. Every agent could, if called upon to do so, advocate
any classification, but each is given the role of advocating one particular point
of view, and so will advance the best rules it can find supporting that point of
view. This is unaffected by the existence of rules indicating other outcomes:
the role of individual agents is to find and challenge associations, not to do
conflict resolution or decision making, which is accomplished by the system as
a whole.

Arguments from Experience for a possible Classification (AECs) are the
expressed in the form of ARs (as described in Section 2), generated using
a ARM algorithm. Thus an AEC comprises an AR of the form P ⇒ Q, a
support value s and confidence value µ, where P and Q are disjoint subsets of
the global set of attribute-value pairs, and Q includes an attribute-value pair,
c, indicating the classification of the example.

The validity of an argument is assessed according to the support s and con-
fidence values µ. For ARs to be valid their support must be in excess of the
specified support threshold ζ. The usage of the confidence measure is two fold.
Firstly it represents the degree to which an individual agent believes that the
current case should be classified as belonging to class c. Secondly it provides
a means of giving weight to the associated AR: arguments with higher con-
fidence are considered stronger than arguments with lower confidence. Good
ARs are those whose confidence is a above a specified confidence threshold τ .
Thus agents will seek to maximise confidence in AECs supporting the classifi-
cation they are advocating, and will seek to minimise the confidence value of
AECs supporting other classifications, preferably so that they drop below the
confidence threshold.

Argumentation proceeds by agents exchanging arguments, in the form of
AECs. Each AEC must promote the classification for which the agent is argu-
ing. Either the AEC will represent an AEC promoting the agent’s classification
and with higher confidence than any so far proposed, or it will attack an AEC
proposed by another agent. AECs may attack one another in three different
ways.
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We denote an AEC promoting a classification c as aecc. Given two AECs
aecc and aecć, there are three possible attack relationships between them:

1. aecc ⇁ aecć (Distinguishing attack) if c = ć, µ < µ́ and Q ⊃ Q́. In this case
the attacking agent is reducing the confidence value associated with the rule
proposed by the attacked agent by adding items to the consequent. The
idea here is to attack the classification by indicating that some property
normally associated with that classification does not hold, and so reducing
confidence.

2. aecc ⇀ aecć (Enhancing attack) if c = ć, µ < µ́ and P ⊃ Ṕ . Here
the attacking agent is decreasing the confidence by adding items to the
antecedent. This is typically used to reduce confidence by arguing that
the current case has particular features which make it an exception to the
general rule represented by aecć

3. aecc → aecć (Counter attack) if c 6= ć and µ > µ́. Here the attacking agent
is proposing an alternative classification with a higher confidence than that
proposed by the attacked agent. This does not contest the reason offered
by aecć, but instead rebuts it with a stronger reason.

We say that aecc is intended against aecć if any of these three attack relations
between the two AECs exists. We also distinguish between direct and indirect
attacks. A direct attack is an attack against a specific argument placed by
another agent, an indirect attack is an attack against an argument which
happens to be made by an argument introduced to make a direct attack against
some other agent’s argument.

4 The PISA System for MABCE

The above argumentation framework has been realised in the PISA (Pooling
Information from Several Agents) system. The key idea of PISA is that the pro-
posed dialectical process will enable any number of software agents, each with
their local repository of experience (in the form of disjoint tabular datasets), to
argue with each other in order to reach an agreement or decision with respect
to the classification of some hitherto unseen case. Agents withdraw from the
dialogue when they can no longer generate any more arguments. The dialogue
ends when there is only one agent left, or a tie situation is reached.

Central to the PISA framework is the chairperson agent (CPA). This is a
neutral “mediator” agent [40] which performs a variety of administrative tasks
to facilitate MABCE dialogues. The CPA has a number of responsibilities: (i)
starting and terminating a dialogue involving a set of participants to classify a
given case; (ii) maintaining the argumentation tree (the storage structure used
by PISA which is discussed further in Sub-section 4.3, (iii) allowing agents
to join or leave a dialogue; and (iv) where there is a tie situation, initiating
a tie-resolution mechanism. (Although only a simple tie resolution process is
used in this paper, a number of possible mechanisms are fully discussed in
[50]).
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Give a previously unseen instance (ϕ) that requires classification and a
number of PISA participating agents equivalent to the number of possible
classifications such that each is assigned the role of promoting one of the
possible classifications, the PISA dialogue proceeds as follows:

1. The CPA randomly selects one participant agent, pa1, from the available
set of participant agents PA (pa1 ∈ PA), to start the dialogue and pa1
proposes an argument aec1 = aeccp1 with confidence µ1 ≥ τ (where τ is
the chosen confidence threshold). A new argumentation tree (Ψ) is initiated
with aec1 at its root. If pa1 is unable to play an opening move (because
it cannot generate an appropriate argument), the CPA selects another
participant to commence the dialogue. If all the participants fail to propose
an opening argument, the dialogue terminates with failure.

2. In the second round the other participant agents attempt to attack aec1. If
none of the participants can generate an appropriate attacking argument
of any kind the dialogue terminates, and the case is classified according
to aec1. Otherwise, the argumentation tree data is updated with all the
submitted attacks.

3. Before the beginning of each of the subsequent rounds, the chairperson
excludes any dormant agents from further participation in the dialogue. A
dormant agent is one that has not taken part in the last m rounds of the
dialogue. Normally m will be greater than 1, allowing agents to choose to
sit out a round for strategic purposes. If only one agent remains then the
dialogue is terminated, the remaining agent is the winner, and the case
is classified accordingly. Otherwise, any participant who can play a legal
move may do so; and the argumentation tree data structure is updated
with all the attacks submitted.

4. If two consecutive rounds pass without any new moves being submitted
to the argumentation tree, or if some predetermined number of rounds
have passed without reaching an agreement, the dialogue terminates. If no
winner can be identified, a tie-break mechanism is invoked. Otherwise, the
case under discussion is classified according to the classification proposed
by the winner.

4.1 Agreement Model

Every agent pa ∈ PA has an agreement model to decide whether to accept an
argument placed by another agent. The standard agreement model is founded
on two confidence thresholds, (τ is the confidence threshold for proposing an
agument):

– πup: The confidence threshold for accepting arguments for a classification,
πup ≥ τ

– πdown: The confidence threshold for accepting arguments against a classi-
fication, πdown ≤ τ
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These thresholds mean that if an argument is sufficiently strong the agents
will accept that clasification, and if an argument reduces the confidence in an
association giving the classification it is proposing sufficiently the agent will
accept that the association must be rejected. The standard agreement model
assumes that PISA agents will accept, where possible, arguments proposed
by any of the opponent agents (and groups); and will launch attacks only
against arguments that they cannot agree with. However, agents may prefer,
for strategic reasons, to agree with certain other participants and not with the
rest. This style of agreement is referred to as “Biased Agreement”. This can
usefully be deployed in a ordinal multi-class classification scenario.

In ordinal classification it is assumed that the set of class labels can be
ordered in some manner, whereas traditional classification paradigms usually
assume that the different classification values are unordered. For many prac-
tical applications classification labels tend to exhibit some form of order (e.g.
the weather can be cold, mild, warm and hot). Given ordered classes, one is
not only concerned to maximise the classification accuracy, but also to min-
imise the distance between the actual and the attributed classifications. In the
case of ordinal classification we do not simply wish to agree or disagree with
arguments placed by other agents but want to weight this agreement according
the “proximity” of the classification argued for by another agent with respect
to our own position. To do this a Biased Agreement Model may be adopted.
In this case that an agent pa will have its own class cpa and an ordered list
of alternative classes Cpa that it is prepared to agree with because these are
close to its own position. We can identify two types of biased agreement: (i)
No-Attack biased agreement (NA-BIA): pa agrees with any aecc if c ∈ Cpa

and µaecc ≥ τ . (ii) Threshold Check biased agreement (TC-BIA): pa agrees
with aecc if c ∈ Cpa and µaecc ≥ πup.

4.2 Participation Groups: Coalitions and Teams in PISA

PISA also allows agents to operate in groups. In its simplest form this allows
a number of agents to propose each classification. In this case the agents form
Participation Groups such that each group represents a possible classification.
These groups persist throughout a PISA dialogue. However, in a more ad-
vanced setting, agents may leave a group if they change their classification
objective (see below). Teamwork has been a focus of much research in the
fields of distributed AI and MAS. Several authors identify an agent team as
consisting of a number of cooperative agents which have agreed to work to-
gether toward a common goal [29]. The advantage offered by teams is that the
combined resources of the team can be directed at some common goal (which
may have a higher collective utility), rather than furthering the utility of the
individual members. Thus, the notion of participation groups in PISA can be
likened to teamwork.

In PISA participation groups there are two roles: team leader and regular
member. There are various mechanisms that we may adopt to identify a team
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leader and these are discussed in [50]; the most straightforward approach is
to simply select the agent with the largest data set (i.e. the most extensive
experience). A similar notion of leadership can be found in (for example) [6,31]
where the leading agent acts as a representative and intermediary for the group
as a whole. The regular members, as well as the leader, generate arguments
as described above. The leader then selects one of the suggested arguments.
The leader also : (i) guides the inter-group dialogue process, (ii) may redirect
attacks at opponents other to those suggested by individual group members, or
(iii) insist on a particular strategy. The intuition behind groups in PISA is that
each of the group members will generate the best possible argument according
to their experience/strategy. This then allows the group to benefit from the
different arguments suggested by its members. Further details regarding the
nature of groups in PISA can be found in [50]).

Agents can also form dynamic coalitions. Dynamic coalitions are temporary
groupings whereby two or more PISA agents agree to cooperate against one
or more other opponents. Agents in a coalition do not attack each other, but
concentrate on attacking arguments placed by agents outside the coalition. The
objective of a coalition is to attempt to eliminate agents representing dominant
classes from the dialogue. Once the agents in question have been removed
(when they have not participated for a number of rounds), the coalition is
dismantled and the agents go on to argue for their own particular positions
in the normal PISA manner. We propose two ways on which agent coalitions
may be dismantled:

1. Dynamic Coalition Termination 1 (DCT1): the coalition is dismantled if
the agent supporting the dominant class does not participate in the dia-
logue for two consecutive rounds. Here that agent is not removed from the
dialogue, and the same coalition may be formed again against the same
opponent.

2. Dynamic Coalition Termination 2 (DCT2): the coalition is dismantled if
the agent supporting the dominant class does not participate in the dia-
logue for two consecutive rounds. Here, however, the agent is removed from
the ongoing dialogue (and so the case will not be classified according the
class label it supports).

4.3 Argumentation Tree

The central PISA data structure is the Argumentation Tree (Ψ). This tree acts
as a mediating artefact for the dialogue [40]. The nodes in the tree represent
arguments, and the arcs attacks (child nodes attack parent nodes). The tree
uses a four colour coding to mark the status of the arguments played so far.
Nodes are either green or blue when introduced: green if they propose a new
AEC; or blue if undermining (making a distinguishing or enhancing attack on)
an existing AEC. Blue and green nodes remain blue or green until they are
defeated: thus blue and green nodes in the argumentation tree indicate unde-
feated nodes and so are potentially winning arguments. Red nodes are those
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From
To

G R B P
G If attacked by

an undefeated
node

If indirectly
attacked
by another
undefeated
green node
with higher
confidence

R If all attacking
nodes have
been defeated
and original
colour was not
blue

If originally
green and
all attacking
nodes have
been defeated
and original
colour was
blue

If directly at-
tacking nodes
are defeated,
but at least
one indirect
attack remains

B If attacked
by undefeated
nodes

P If all current
attacks (direct
and indirect)
successfully
defeated

If attacked
by undefeated
nodes

Table 1 Colour changing regime.

directly under attack and purple nodes are those indirectly attacked. Nodes
change their colour according to Table 4.3. Blue and green nodes represent
distinct types of arguments (against and for a classification, respectively) and
so a green node cannot change to blue and vice versa. The same applies to
changing from purple to blue and vice versa, as each purple node represents
an argument for a classification, which has been undermined by an undefeated
stronger (higher confidence) argument for a different classification. Arcs are
labelled as being explicit, indicating direct attacks; or implicit, indicating indi-
rect attacks. The issue of which agent is being addressed by an utterance that
arises in multiparty dialogues is resolved via the direct links. An argument
is addressed to the argument it attacks (or counter attacks), except for the
opening argument which is addressed to all other participants. Legal PISA
arguments are those that change the colouring of the tree (Table 4.3). Addi-
tionally, PISA applies certain rules to prevent the repetition of arguments so
that “cyclic” behaviour cannot occur (a summary of these rules can be found
in [49]).

The argumentation process terminates when it is no longer possible for any
of the participating agents to pose new arguments. The outcome is measured
according to the number N of undefeated (green or blue) nodes and the set of
classes, C, that are represented (note that |C| ≤ N), as follows:

1. If N = 0: The dialogue has failed (there has been no dialogue!).
2. If N = 1: There is only one undefeated node in which case their is a clear

“winner” and the current case is classified according to label c (C = {c}).
3. If N > 1 and |C| = 1: All undefeated nodes argue for the same class and

the current case is classified according to label c (C = {c}).
4. If N > 1 and |C| > 1: A Tie situation exists.
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Where a tie situation exists PISA implements a tie resolution mechanism. We
have identified various possible tie resolution mechanisms [50]. For example we
can repeat the MABCE process with the tied parties, adopt a voting strategy
or simply adopt a random resolution. The latter is akin to using a default rule
and has, for simplicity, been used in the remainder of this paper.

5 Worked Example

To ilustrate the operation of PISA a worked example is presented in this
section. In the example PISA is applied to a housing benefit scenario (the
exemplar motivational application for the proposed MABCE approach) where
a Retired Persons Housing Allowance (RPHA)2 is payable to persons who
are of retirement age, whose housing costs exceed one fifth of their available
income and whose capital is inadequate to meet their housing costs. Such
persons should also be resident in the UK or absent only by virtue of “service
to the nation” (e.g. armed forces), and should have an established connection
with the UK labour force. These legislative conditions need to be interpreted
and applied by those adjudicating claims for RPHA benefits, and so these
abstract descriptions need to be expressed in terms of ascertainable facts,
typically using a set of guidelines (e.g. [8,9]). The following interpretations
were used:

1. Age condition: the pensionable age is 60+ for women and 65+ for men.
2. Income condition: means that housing costs should exceed one fifth of

candidates’ available income to qualify for the benefit.
3. Capital condition: is interpreted as below the threshold set for another

existing benefit.
4. Residence condition: is interpreted as having a UK address.
5. Residence exception: is interpreted as being a member of the armed forces.
6. Established contribution condition: is interpreted as having paid contribu-

tions in 3 of the last 5 years.

The outcome of an application can fall into one of four classes:

– (Fully) Entitled : Candidates are entitled to a full RPHA allowance if they
satisfy all the above conditions.

– Entitled with Priority : Candidates are entitled to full allowance with prior-
ity if they satisfy the above and also one of the following: (i) they have paid
contributions in four out of the last five years and either have significantly
less capital than the original limit (interpreted as 1000 less than the origi-
nal limit) or have significantly less income than the original limit (by 5%),
or (ii) they are members of the armed forces and have paid contributions
in all five out of the last five years.

2 Although fictional, this scenario uses a number of typical conditions found in welfare
benefits legislation.and has been used in several AI and Law applications, e.g. [36].
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– Partially Entitled : Candidates are entitled to a lower rate of benefit if
they satisfy the age condition, and while they do not satisfy the original
conditions, they do satisfy one of three somewhat weaker conditions. That
is, they either: (i) have only slightly more capital than the original limit
(+1000 more than the limit), but have paid contributions in at least 4
out of the last five years, (ii) have slightly more available income (+5%)
than the original limit, but have paid contributions in 4 (or 5) years out
of the last five, or (iii) are employed in the Merchant Navy and have paid
contributions in five out of the last five years.

– Not Entitled : The candidate fails to satisfy any of the above.

Our experiment supposed that there are four different offices providing
RPHA services in four different geographical regions, each with a dataset of
6,000 benefit records. Each dataset was assigned to an agent. Thus a total
of four agents can engage in dialogues regarding the classification of RPHA
applicants, each agent advocating one of the four possible classifications de-
scribed above3. The four agents in the following example are referred to as
PR (priority entitled), EN (entitled), PE (partially entitled) and NE (not
entitled), according to the classification they are defending. Support and con-
fidence thresholds of 1% and 50%, respectively were used when mining ARs.
PISA was then applied to the case of: a 63 years old female applicant, who
satisfies all the benefits conditions and has served in the armed forces and has
paid her contribution in each of the past five years. This case should classify
as entitled to priority benefits.

The chairperson invites EN to propose the opening rule (argument). Ac-
cordingly EN suggests the following association (N1): £2000≤capital≤£3000,
15%≤Income≤20%→ Entitled. confidence = 67.54%. This initial argument is
then attacked by the other three agents in the second round (Figure??). All
three of them are able to find an association with confidence greater that
the that proposed by EN, and so they may make counter attacking moves as
follows:

– NE - Counter Attack (N2): 60≤Age≤65 and 15%≤Income≤20%→Not En-
titled. confidence = 69.0%.

– PE- Counter Attack (N3): Year1 = paid, Year5 = paid→Partially Enti-
tled). confidence = 68.4%.

– PR - Counter Attack(N4): Residency = armed forces, Year1 =
paid→Priority Entitled. confidence = 75.4%.

Note that NE can use the fact that the case under discussion is of a candidate
whose age is between 60 and 65 years to attack the EN argument, since all
the male applicants in this age group are not entitled to the benefit, and so
there is a strong association provided gender is ignored. At this stage PR is
“winning” as it has the best un-attacked rule.

3 Of course each dataset will contain reasons to support each of the four classifications.
The agents will use the data to put forward arguments supporting their classification and
to argue against (or accept) the arguments placed by other agents.
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In Round 3 all four players make moves, again proposing associations with
higher confidence that the currently winning rule:

– EN, PE and NE proposes a new rule to attack the current best argument
(undefeated node (N4)):
1. EN - Proposes a new AEC (N5): Gender = female, 60≤Age≤65,

£2000≤capital≤£3000, 15%≤Income≤20%→Entitled. confidence =
78.6%.

2. NE - Counter Attack(N6): 60≤Age≤65,£2000≤capital≤£3000 and
15%≤Income≤20% →Not Entitled. confidence = 75.99%.

3. PE - Counter Attack(N7): Year1 = paid, Year2 = paid, Year5 =
paid→Partially Entitled). confidence = 76.0%.

– PR strengthens the position of N4 by adding an additional condition:
(N8):Residency= armed forces, 15%≤Income≤20%, Year1=paid→ Prior-
ity Entitled. confidence = 76.2%.

Now EN has the rule with the currently highest confidence, and so is back
in the lead. Note that NE has again played an AEC based on the age of the
candidate to try and persuade the other participants to not issue any benefit
to this candidate, but this is the last move this participant is able to play
to attempt to establish its position. In the fourth round NE and EN make
no moves, because NE has nothing available and EN is currently ahead and
cannot do better that N5. The other two agents can, however, make moves
against the current winning position as follows:

– PE - Counter Attack (N9): Year1 = paid, Year2 = paid, Year4 = paid,
Year5 = paid→Partially Entitled. confidence = 80.4%.

– PR - Counter Attack (N10): Residency=armed forces, 15%≤Income≤20%,
Year1 = paid→. confidence = 87.3%.

The AEC proposed by PE is based on the fact that people who have paid
contributions in four of the last five tears are often not classified as entitled:
either they fail some other condition, or they qualify for Priority Entitlement.
The last round concludes this example, since none of the other agents can
challenge this AEC. Note that PR has managed to win the dialogue, having
found an association with significantly higher confidence that that originally
proposed, and so the resulting classification is correctly identified as priority
entitled. In the example the agents all adopted a positive strategy, proposing
associations supporting the classification which they are advocating. Had they
been adopting a more critical strategy, distinguishing attacks based on gender
would, for example, have reduced the confidence of the rules proposed by NE,
and, had it been necessary, distinguishing attacks could have been found to
reduce the confidence of N9.

Let us now assume the situation where three of the offices are located in
areas where there are not many applicants from members of the armed forces
such that the percentage of applicants from the forces is no more than 10%
(600 cases of the 6000 records). In contrast the fourth office, which serves a
number of military bases, receives a very high percentage of applications from
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members of the armed forces, equalling 70% of the records in its dataset (4200
cases out of 6000)4. Let us re-apply the same scenario as in the previous exam-
ple (using the same setup). Here we assume that the PA agent is located in the
fourth office. The chairperson again invites EN to propose the opening rule (ar-
gument). EN suggests the following association (N1): £2000≤capital≤£3000,
15%≤Income≤20%,Year1 = paid→Entitled. confidence = 62.4%.

The initial rule is attacked by the other three agents in the second round,
as follows:

– NE distinguishes EN’s argument by demonstrating (N2) that adding the
attribute 60≤age≤65 only gives Entitled with a confidence of 19.9%.

– PR and PE propose counter attacks as follows:
– PE (N3):Gender = Female, Year4= Paid, Year5 = paid→Partially En-

titled. confidence = 72.5%.
– PR (N4):Residency = armed forces, Year1 = paid, Year2 =

paid→Priority Entitled. confidence = 77.8%.

At this stage PR is winning as it has the only undefeated argument (N4). In
Round 3 all four players make moves:

– NE distinguishes PR’s argument (N4) by demonstrating (N5) that adding
the attributes 60≤age≤65 and Gender = Female gives Entitled with a
confidence of only 26.5%.

– PE and EN propose counter attacks against the current best rule (N4):
– EN (N6):Gender = female, 60≤age≤65, £2000≤Capital≤£3000 and

15%≤Income≤20%, Year1 = Paid→Entitled. confidence = 78.6%.
– PE (N7):Gender = Female, Year3= Paid, Year4= Paid, Year5 =

paid→Partially Entitled. confidence = 76.0%.
– PR improves on N4 with N8: Residency=armed forces, Year1 = paid,

Year2 = paid, Year3=paid→Priority Entitled. confidence = 79.9%.

At the end of Round 3 PR is still in the lead. In Round 4 all agents make
moves:

– NE distinguishes PR’s argument from Round 3 by demonstrating (N9)
that adding the attribute £2000≤Capital≤£3000 only gives Entitled with
a confidence of 28.2%.

– EN proposes a new AEC to attack the current best argument (N8) - N10:
60≤Age≤65, £2000≤Capital≤£3000, Year1= Paid, Year2= Paid, Year3=
Paid→Entitled. With confidence = 81.2%.

– PE proposes a counter attack against N8 - N11: Gender= Female,
15%≤Income≤20% , Year2= Paid, Year3= Paid, Year4= Paid, Year5=
paid→Partially Entitled. With confidence = 80.4%

– PR further enhances the confidence of its previous argument (N8) as fol-
lows (N12): The case has the additional feature: Year3= Paid→Priority
Entitled. confidence = 87.3%.

4 This situation is by no means improbable: all applications from persons stationed abroad
and seeking to relocate in the UK might well go to the same office.
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So PR is still in the lead. NE has again played an undermining move. In Round
4 all agents have moves:

– NE distinguishes PR’s argument from the first round by demon-
strating (N13) that adding the attributes 15%≤Income≤20% and
£2000≤Capital≤£3000 only gives Entitled with a confidence of 37.35%.

– EN distinguishes PR’s argument from the first round by demonstrating
(N14) that adding the attribute £2000≤Capital≤£3000 only gives Entitled
with a confidence of 34.2%.

– PE Proposes counter attack (N15): Gender = Female, 15%≤Income≤20%,
£2000≤Capital≤£3000, Year2= Paid, Year3= Paid, Year4= Paid, Year5
= paid→Partially Entitled. confidence = 88.5%.

– PR attacks N9 (N16): Gender=Female, Residency=armed forces,
£2000≤Capital≤£3000, Year1= paid, Year3= paid, Year4=
paid→Priority Entitled. confidence = 87.3%.

Note that both EN and NE have made distinguishing attacks against PR’s
move from round 1, each using different attributes from the case under discus-
sion. However PR is still in the lead with N12. The final round of the dialogue
is as follows:

– NE distinguishes PR’s argument from the previous round by demonstrating
that adding the attribute 60≤Age≤65, and 15%≤Income≤20% only give
Entitled with a confidence of 32.2%.

– EN distinguishes PR’s argument from the first round by demonstrating
that adding the attributes Year2 = paid and 15%≤Income≤20% only gives
Entitled with a confidence of 28.3%.

– PE distinguishes PR’s argument from the previous round by demonstrating
that adding the attribute Year5 = paid and 15%≤Income≤20% only gives
Entitled with a confidence of 44.2%.

– PR attacks N14: 60≤Age≤65, Gender=Female, Residency=armed forces,
15%≤Income≤20%, £2000≤Capital≤£3000, Year1= Paid, Year2= Paid,
Year3= Paid Year4= Paid, Year5= Paid → Priority Entitled. confidence
= 99.54%.

The last round concludes the dialogue. Note that the argument made by
PR has a very high confidence and cannot be distinguished as it makes use of
all the attributes in the case under discussion. PR thus wins the dialogue and
the case is classified as Priority Entitled. Because the case represents quite
special circumstances, it has been necessary to produce a very specific rule
to decide it. PE, EN and NE would have been unable to classify this case
correctly on their own using a conventional classification approach as they do
not have sufficient data on applicants from the armed forces in their dataset
to sufficiently support the rule needed to govern this case. Similarly there
would have been insufficient examples in a database formed by combining all
the individual datasets to support the correct classification. However, PR can
also mis-classify cases of a different nature as a result of its high percentage
of applications from armed forces personnel. The correct classification can,
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however, be found by applying the proposed MABCE process between the
four offices using their datasets separately.

6 Evaluation

In the foregoing sections the proposed MABCE framework, as realised in the
PISA system, was described and illustrated. This section presents an evalua-
tion of the proposed approach. We commence, Sub-section 6.1, by considering
the operation of the system with respect to the standard mutli-class classifica-
tion problem and compare the operation of PISA with a number of alternative
classification paradigms, especially ensemble approaches. We then, Sub-section
6.2, present an evaluation of the operation of PISA when groups of agents, as
defined in Sub-section 4.2 above, are used and show how this serves to im-
prove MABCE performance. Both these evaluations use the standard agree-
ment model (Sub-section 4.1), but in Sub-section 6.3 the operation of PISA
using the biased agreement model (also described in Sub-section 4.1) is consid-
ered for the ordinal classification problem. Recall thatPISA can operate with
both participation groups and dynamic coalitions as described in Sub-section
4.2: the use of dynamic coalitions with respect to the unbalanced multi-class
classification problem is evaluated in Sub-section 6.4. A major advantage of
the MABCE approach, and a reason why the MABCE approach can out per-
form other approaches, is that it is very resilient to the presence of “noise”
(erroneous data in the datasets). This is illustrated in Section 6.5 where the
results of experiments using increasing amounts of noise are presented. The
ability to cope with noise is important in a number of applications. In par-
ticular, the exemplar application of welfare benefits requires this ability, since
the high error rates in classifying cases means that sample data will invariably
include a substantial number of misclassified cases.

A number of datasets, drawn from the UCI repository [10], were used for the
evaluations as well as the housing benefit data set used in the worked example
presented in Section 5. Where necessary continuous values were discretised into
ranges. The chosen datasets (Table 2) displayed a variety of characteristics
with respect to number of records (R), number of classes (C) and number
of attributes (A). Importantly they include a diverse number of class labels
distributed in different manners (balanced and unbalanced); thus providing the
desired variation in the experience assigned to individual PISA participants.

6.1 Multiagent Classification

In order to provide an empirical assessment of the application of PISA in
the context of standard classification problems a series of experiments was
conducted designed to evaluate the hypothesis that applying the proposed
MABCE process to classification produces results that are better than or,
failing that, comparable to those obtained using more traditional classification
techniques. The traditional techniques considered were:
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Name R C A Bal
Hepatitis 155 2 19 no
HorseColic 368 2 27 no
Cylnder Bands 540 2 39 yes
Pima (Diabetes) 768 2 9 yes
Mushrooms 8124 2 23 yes
Iris 150 3 4 yes
Wine 178 3 13 yes
Lymphography 148 4 18 no
Heart 303 5 22 no
Dematology 366 6 49 no
Zoo 101 7 17 no
Glass 214 7 10 no
Ecoli 336 8 8 no
Led7 3200 10 8 yes
Chess 28056 18 6 no
Ionosphere 351 2 34 no
Cong. Voting 435 2 17 yes
Breast 699 2 11 yes
TicTacToe 958 2 9 no
Adult 48842 2 14 no
Waveform 5000 3 22 yes
Connect4 67557 3 42 no
Car Evaluation 1728 4 7 no
Nursery 12960 5 9 no
Annealing 898 6 38 no
Autombile 205 7 26 no
Page Blocks 5473 7 11 no
Solar Flare 1389 9 10 no
Pen Digits 10992 10 17 yes

Table 2 Summary of datasets. Columns indicate: domain name, number of records, number
of classes, number of attributes and class distribution (approximately balanced or not).

1. Decision trees : C4.5 as implemented in [28], and the Random Decision Tree
(RDT) as implemented in [15], were used.

2. Classification Association Rule Mining (CARM): The TFPC (Total From
Partial Classification) algorithm [16] was adopted because this algorithm
utilises similar data structures [17] as PISA.

3. Ensemble classifiers : Table 3 summarises the techniques used. We chose
to apply Boosting and Bagging, combined with decision trees, because
previous work has demonstrated that this combination is very effective
(e.g. [7,43]).

C4.5 and CARM were selected because they represent well understood “cen-
tralised” approaches to classification. The comparison with ensemble methods
was undertaken because, in many respects, multi-agent classification can be
said to operate in a similar manner in that both approaches “pool” results
to produce a better classification. For the purposes of running PISA, each
training dataset was equally divided among a number of Participant Agents
corresponding to the number of classes in the dataset. Then a number of PISA
dialogues were executed to classify the cases contained in test sets5. The results
presented throughout this sub-section were obtained using Tenfold Cross Val-
idation (TCV). The standard agreement model was used with πup = 70% and

5 For each evaluation the confidence threshold used by each participant was 50% and the
support threshold 1%, chosen as the thresholds most comonly used in the literature.
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Ensemble Technique Decision Tree

Bagging-C4.5 Bagging [11] C4.5 (S=1%)
Bagging-RDT Bagging [11] RDT (S=1%)
ADABoost-C4.5 ADABoost.M1 [22] C4.5 (S=1%)
ADABoost-RDT ADABoost.M1 [22] RDT (S=1%)
MutliBoostAB-C4.5 MultiBoosting [51] C4.5 (S=1%)
MultiBoostAB-RDT MultiBoosting [51] RDT (S=1%)
DECORATE [33] C4.5 (S=1%)

Table 3 Summary of the Ensemble Methods used. The implementation of these methods
was obtained using WEKA [28]. (S=Support, RDT=Random Decision Trees).

Dataset PISA

Ensembles Dec Trees

TFPCBagging ADABoost MultiBoost
Dec

C4.5 RDT C4.5 RDT C4.5 RDT C4.5 RDT

Hepatitis 13.3 18.1 14.8 15.5 21.3 13.5 18.7 16.1 16.1 23.2 18.0

Ionosphere 3.3 7.7 6.8 7.1 10.8 6.3 10.8 7.4 8.6 2.6 14.3

HorseColic 2.8 3.9 22.8

Congress 1.8 3.0 2.3 2.1 3.0 2.1 3.0 2.8 4.2 0.0 9.3

CylBands 15.0 42.2 27.1 42.2 34.8 42.2 34.1 39.8 42.2 36.5 30.4

Breast 3.9 5.1 4.9 4.8 4.8 4.9 4.9 5.4 4.9 5.1 10.0

Pima 14.5 27.2 25.3 25.3 23.8 25.1 24.9 25.7 26.7 16.2 25.9

TicTacToe 2.8 7.2 5.4 2.2 20.4 2.2 20.4 5.9 15.5 20.8 33.7

Mushrooms 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 1.1

Adult 14.5 13.1 19.2

Iris 2.7 4.7 5.3 6.0 7.3 6.0 7.3 4.7 4.0 8.0 6.0

Waveform 2.2 17.9 11.9 21.5 21.5 13.6 11.9 21.5 21.5 2.4 33.3

Wine 1.2 0.0 25.3

Connect4 5.1 4.3 34.2

Lympho 6.2 18.9 19.6 14.9 29.7 15.5 29.7 19.6 22.9 25.0 24.3

Car Eval 4.1 4.5 1.2 2.4 6.3 2.6 6.3 4.3 5.1 5.9 30.0

Heart 5.1 20.1 19.8 22.8 21.1 19.1 19.7 20.4 19.1 4.7 46.7

Page Bloc 2.2 6.9 6.9 7.1 6.9 7.1 6.9 6.9 7.1 6.9 9.9

Nursery 6.4 2.08 3.09 0.38 3.09 0.35 3.09 1.91 2.62 3.72 22.3

Dematology 4.9 4.1 3.6 3.8 15.3 3.3 15.3 1.6 6.1 5.3 25.0

Annealing 9.6 1.2 0.7 0.5 1.8 0.6 1.8 1.3 1.6 1.7 11.8

Zoo 9.9 7.9 4.9 3.9 19.8 3.9 19.8 6.9 7.9 0.0 8.0

Auto 12.0 15.1 15.6 14.2 21.5 15.6 21.5 16.1 18.1 17.0 29.0

Glass 14.7 27.1 21.5 22.4 29.9 25.2 29.9 29.9 33.2 29.9 33.8

Ecoli 5.2 13.99 15.2 16.4 24.7 14.9 24.7 13.1 15.8 8.8 37.3

Flare 6.1 2.5 3.41 3.4 3.4 3.1 3.1 3.1 2.5 8.0 14.7

Led7 12.0 24.8 24.2 24.9 24.3 24.9 24.3 24.8 24.8 24.3 31.0

Pen Digit 2.8 4.47 1.4 1.6 2.5 5.1 1.9 2.5 5.7 1.1 18.2

Chess 9.1 18.6 15.7

Table 4 Test set Error Rate (ER) (%). Values in bold are the lowest in a given dataset.
Dec Tree = Decision Trees, Dec=Decorate and ADABoost=ADABoost.M1

πdown = 25%. ADABOOST/ADABoost.m1 and Multiboosting TCVs were
executed using 10 iterations eight mass to build the default 100 classifiers.
Bagging was executed using the default number of iterations (10). The size of
each bag was a 100 cases (default). DECORATE was applied using WEKA
default setup.

For each of the included methods (and PISA) three evaluation metrics were
recorded with respect to dataset: (i) classification Error Rate (ER), (ii) Bal-
anced Error Rate (BER) using a confusion matrix obtained from each TCV6;
and (iii) execution time. These three values then provided the criteria for as-
sessing and comparing the classification paradigms.

6 Balanced Error Rates (BER) were calculated, for each dataset, as follows:

BER =
1

C
∑

i=1
c

Fci

Fci+Tci

where C = the number of classes in the dataset, Tci = number cases correctly classified as
ci, and Fci = number ci cases which were incorrectly classified.
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Dataset PISA

Ensembles Dec Trees

TFPCBagging ADABoost MultiBoost
Dec

C4.5 RDT C4.5 RDT C4.5 RDT C4.5 RDT

Hepatitis 12.0 27.4 20.6 23.4 33.7 19.9 25.1 24.6 23.4 38.2 36.4

Ionosphere 4.6 7.1 6.6 6.4 11.4 5.3 11.4 7.1 8.2 2.2 13.4

HorseColic 2.8 3.7 28.6

Congress 2.4 3.4 2.7 2.3 3.2 2.3 2.3 3.1 4.7 0.0 9.7

CylBands 14.5 46.1 24.5 46.1 35.6 46.1 35.6 40.1 46.1 34.6 32.8

Breast 4.8 6.0 6.2 6.2 6.2 6.1 6.2 6.7 6.2 4.7 12.9

Pima 13.9 28.9 26.9 26.9 25.2 26.7 26.1 27.2 28.3 24.5 33.7

TicTacToe 2.1 6.7 5.4 2.3 22.5 2.3 22.5 5.3 16.9 22.9 47.4

Mushrooms 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 1.0

Adult 8.8 17.8 39.9

Iris 2.9 4.6 5.3 5.9 7.3 5.9 7.3 4.7 3.7 7.7 6.1

Waveform 3.9 18.0 11.9 21.5 21.5 13.6 11.9 21.5 21.5 2.4 33.4

Wine 1.4 0.0 24.1

Connect4 11.0 5.3 66.7

Lympho 15.9 30.1 9.7 25.9 43.4 38.7 43.4 39.4 35.9 47.1 16.1

Car Eval 8.2 11.2 6.8 4.8 10.4 5.3 10.4 10.2 16.6 10.7 75.0

Heart 8.3 9.2 8.9 9.9 7.9 7.9 8.9 9.4 7.9 9.8 48.0

Page Bloc 9.5 21.5 22.9 27.9 21.5 27.9 21.5 22.9 27.9 21.5 19.9

Nursery 5.5 4.1 2.3 1.1 5.8 0.8 5.8 4.6 5.9 5.7 40.1

Dematology 8.5 4.7 3.9 3.9 19.4 3.3 19.4 1.8 7.0 3.3 61.7

Annealing 16.1 6.8 3.9 2.6 4.3 3.3 4.3 7.2 6.8 4.4 33.5

Zoo 13.2 12.8 10.71 10.7 36.5 10.7 36.5 15.7 17.5 0.0 17.1

Auto 12.3 11.4 15.9 10.6 18.9 15.9 18.9 12.8 17.0 13.6 19.6

Glass 16.1 24.6 19.4 24.3 29.6 23.2 29.6 29.6 37.9 29.6 48.6

Ecoli 16.2 36.7 40.2 41.2 51.9 37.9 51.9 24.2 43.4 9.4 23.2

Flare 17.2 12.7 12.7 10.9 12.7 12.7 12.6 12.6 12.5 7.6 14.7

Led7 11.8 24.6 24.1 24.9 24.3 25.1 24.2 24.9 24.7 24.4 31.4

Pen Digit 3.5 4.5 1.5 1.6 2.2 4.9 1.9 2.2 5.6 3.7 18.4

Chess 9.6 16.4 24.5

Table 5 Test set Balanced Error Rate (BER) (%). Values in bold are the lowest in a given
dataset. Dec Tree = Decision Trees, Dec=Decorate and ADABoost=ADABoost.M1

The results are presented in Tables 4, 5 and 6. Table 4 compares the per-
formance of PISA with the other classification paradigms in terns of Error
Rate (ER). From the table it can be seen that PISA performs consistently
well, producing the best result with respect to 12 of the 29 data sets; out per-
forming the other association rule classifier (TFPC), and giving comparable
results to the decision tree methods. Additionally, while there was some vari-
ation between datasets, PISA produced results that were comparable overall
to those produced by the ensemble methods. PISA scored an average overall
accuracy of 93.60%, higher than that obtained by any of the other methods
tested (e.g. Bagging-RDT (89.48%) and RDT (90.24%))7. PISA demonstrated
consistent performance with respect to both multi-class and two-class datasets.
The results also show that PISA performs well with respect to unbalanced do-
mains (e.g. the Car Evaluation, Nursery and Page Blocks) without the need
to pre-process the datasets.

Table 5 shows the recorded BER with respect to each of the given datasets.
Similar observations can be made with respect to Table 5 as for Table 4,. From
the table 5 it can be seen that PISA again gave good results overall, producing
the best result in 14 out of the 29 datasets. Both tables 4 and 5 demonstrate
that PISA outperforms the centralised approaches (C4,5, RDT and TFPC)
clearly indicating the advantage offered by the MANCE approach over the
centralised approach.

Table 6 gives the execution times (in milliseconds) for each of the methods.
As might be expected PISA is not the fastest method. However, the recorded
performance is by no means the worse (for instance Decorate runs more slowly

7 These accuracies were calculated from Table4.
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Dataset PISA

Ensembles Dec Trees

TFPCBagging ADABoost MultiBoost
Dec

C4.5 RDT C4.5 RDT C4.5 RDT C4.5 RDT

Hepatitis 115 110 40 190 70 200 60 610 40 60 213

Ionosphere 437 1130 210 1170 20 1210 20 4090 80 12 109

HorseColic 17 4.8 108

Congress 34 50 20 20 140 130 20 590 30 15 154

CylBands 83 110 130 40 20 40 20 1190 40 17 936

Breast 31 110 110 140 110 170 170 330 8.1 8 11

Pima 75 160 90 80 130 80 110 500 20 21 11

TicTacToe 71 80 70 250 30 280 10 620 20 6.1 61.4

Mushrooms 313 750 380 110 50 60 50 6400 80 117 630

Adult 3019 706 1279

Iris 42 40 50 60 50 50 10 110 10 13 2

Waveform 1243 1840 380 4400 830 1650 560 4730 200 102 862

Wine 136 106 163

Connect4 4710 3612 6054

Lympho 15 80 50 90 10 70 10 140 5 5 29

Car Eval 74 300 110 370 20 20 310 1580 80 24 17

Heart 343 250 80 480 20 430 10 620 20 5 183

Page Bloc 159 130 430 430 130 280 130 430 120 55 60

Nursery 965 1790 720 3130 60 3760 10 1449 110 139 204

Dematology 194 160 40 230 20 20 20 480 20 7 169

Annealing 750 1090 120 850 10 1170 10 3340 50 28 689

Zoo 43 40 10 20 10 30 10 110 10 5 85

Auto 210 440 70 320 10 350 10 520 20 5 43

Glass 180 260 120 340 10 430 10 1060 20 10 43

Ecoli 139 240 150 360 10 340 10 1510 10 3 4

Flare 239 30 20 60 40 20 20 140 10 27 23

Pen Digits 1345 2300 460 5810 820 2790 800 2300 290 80 1606

Led7 78 730 360 260 130 1150 480 3380 110 90 25

Chess 2412 334 226

Table 6 Test set execution times (milliseconds). Values in bold are the lowest in a given
dataset. Dec Tree = Decision Trees, Dec=Decorate and ADABoost=ADABoost.M1

than PISA with respect to the majority of the datasets), nor is the time
taken unacceptable. Additionally, PISA seems to run faster than Bagging and
ADABoost with some datasets.

With respect to Tables 4, 5 and 6 the empty “cells” indicate where (for a
variety of reasons) the associated algorithm failed to produce a result because
the method either “timed out” or because resource errors were encountered. It
is interesting to note that PISA did not succumb toany of these resource errors.
In some cases the empty fields are because WEKA was unable to process the
data.

6.2 Using Groups of Agents

This section reports on the evaluation of the use of groups of agents to en-
hance classification performance. The ability of PISA to operate with groups
of agents supporting a single classification was described in Sub-section 6.2.
For the evaluation the above reported experiments were run again using group
sizes of 2, 4 and 5 agents supporting each possible class. Figure 1 shows the
reduction in the error-rates of PISA when using groups of agents compared to
the use of single agents (i.e. groups of one agent). From the figure it can be seen
that the use of groups of PISA agents tends to improve performance provided
that the initial data set in question is sufficiently large to retain a reasonable
amount of data for each agent when distributed across the increased number
of participating agents. The evidence indicates that the greater the number of
individual databases the greater the number of arguments that can be found,
the better the exploration of the problem space. Where there is not enough
data to allow each agent a reasonably sized database, such as Congressional
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Fig. 1 Reduction in Error Rate for PISA, when using groups of 2, 4 and 5 agents, as a
percentage of the original error rate (one agent per group (Table4).

Fig. 2 Reduction in Balanced Error Rate for PISA, when using groups of 2, 4 and 5 agents,
as a percentage of the original error rate (one agent per group (Table5).

Fig. 3 Percentage increase in the execution times (milliseconds) for the datasets, when using
groups of 2, 4 and 5 agents, compared with the execution time when each group comprises a
single agent (Table6).

Voting, Breast, Pima and Led7, dividing the data among 4 or 5 agents increases
the error rate, as here each participant is allocated a data set whose size is
not sufficient for meaningful application of the group argumentation process.
These observations also apply when the balanced error-rate is considered as
can be seen from Figure 2.

When using participation groups a computational overhead is incurred. For
each round of the dialogue, each member of the group attempts to suggest a
move. The group leader then has to choose one of these moves to present in
the ongoing dialogue. The experiments reported in Sub-section 6.1 provided
information about execution time when groups are not used. Figure 3 shows
the increase in execution times (in milliseconds) when using groups of 2, 4 and
5 agents compared to the execution time recorded when using PISA with one
agent per class. The figure shows that the run time required for classification
with groups of 2 agents takes 1.53 (on average) times longer, 2.37 times longer
when using 4 agents per group, and 2.89 longer when using 5 agents.

6.3 Ordinal Classification

The above experiments used the standard agreement model. An alternative
model is the biased agreement model (Sub-section 4.1). As noted above, this
is of relevance with respect to Ordinal classification, when the different clas-
sifications can be put into a meaningful order. To test the hypothesis that
MABCE coupled with a biased agreement model improves the performance
of PISA in the context of ordinal classification, a series of TCV tests, using a
number of datasets from Table 2, which have ordered classes, were conducted.
PISA was run using the two non-standard agreement models NA-BIA (no at-
tacks) and TC-BIA (differential thresholds). The results were compared with
the operation of PISA using the standard agreement model. Additionally, to
provide a better comparison, the Mean Squared Error (MSE) and the Mean
Absolute Error (MAE) rates for the included datasets and methods were cal-
culated. [23] notes that little attention has been directed at the evaluation of
ordinal classification solutions, and that simple measures, such as accuracy,
are not sufficient. In [23] a number of evaluation metrics, for ordinal classifi-
cation, are compared. As a result MSE is suggested as the best metric when
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Datasets ER BER

PISA TC-BIA NA-BIA PISA TC-BIA NA-BIA

Lympo 6.21 4.76 3.38 15.95 20.73 13.94

Car Eval 4.11 5.00 4.03 9.53 10.09 10.61
Page Bloc 2.67 3.64 3.91 13.43 10.42 10.06

Nursery 6.37 6.27 5.83 11.79 13.57 7.88

Dema 4.96 7.95 6.87 8.49 8.74 7.53

Zoo 9.90 7.92 6.86 13.23 14.67 12.17

Ecoli 6.03 5.52 4.34 16.81 6.72 6.91

Datasets MSE MAE

PISA TC-BIA NA-BIA PISA TC-BIA NA-BIA

Lympo 0.19 0.05 0.02 2.07 1.36 0.84

Car Eval 0.86 1.22 0.71 1.02 1.32 1.01

Page Bloc 1.250 5.16 4.76 0.49 0.78 0.83
Nursery 7.45 7.07 6.73 1.61 1.57 1.46

Derma 0.14 0.14 0.10 1.46 1.37 1.24

Zoo 0.22 0.23 0.23 2.26 2.26 1.96

Ecoli 0.02 0.02 0.01 8.23 7.92 4.63

Table 7 The application of PISA with datasets from Table2 with ordered classes.

more (smaller) errors are preferred to penalise large errors; while MAE is a
good metric if, overall, fewer errors are preferred with more tolerance for large
errors. Table 7 provides a summary of the results of the experiments. From the
table it can be seen that by using a biased agreement model the overall classi-
fication performance tends to be improved. This is because agents will support
(either passively or actively) the classes proposed by other agents if they are
close to their own position. Overall the NA-BIA model produces better results
than the TC-BIA model.

6.4 Unbalanced Class Problem

As noted in Sub-section 4.2 PISA supports the concept of dynamic coalitions.
Dynamic coalitions allow agents to to temporarily cooperate. The hypothe-
sis is that dynamic coalitions between different agents will produce a better
performance with respect some data sets, for example unbalanced data sets.
It has been observed (e.g.[30]) that class imbalance (i.e a significant differ-
ences in class prior probabilities) may produce an important deterioration in
the performance achieved by existing learning and classification systems. This
situation is often found in real-world data sets that include infrequent but
important occurrences. As will be shown here, using the concept of Dynamic
Coalitions the operation of PISA can be enhanced with respect to the unbal-
anced multi-class classification problem.

To test the hypothesis that the use of dynamic coalitions improves the per-
formance of PISA when applied to unbalanced datasets a series of TCV tests,
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Datasets ER BER G-Mean

PISA Coal(1) Coal(2) PISA Coal(1) Coal(2) PISA Coal(1) Coal(2)

Connect4 5.0 4.2 3.8 11.9 9.7 8.7 87.5 89.9 91.0

Lympo 6.2 5.0 4.0 15.9 11.9 14.7 69.3 82.6 92.8

Car Eval 4.1 3.7 4.2 9.5 7.2 4.5 79.4 88.4 92.5

Heart 5.1 4.9 4.9 8.3 2.5 3.2 84.4 87.7 89.9

Page Bloc 2.2 1.4 1.1 13.4 7.9 9.6 68.3 85.4 84.0
Derma 4.9 3.9 3.6 8.5 4.9 4.5 75.8 84.3 90.1

Annealing 9.6 4.2 4.0 16.1 7.7 4.2 63.6 86.2 91.5

hline Zoo 9.9 8.0 7.0 13.2 8.3 3.9 67.2 85.4 85.5

Auto 12.0 6.4 5.8 12.3 6.5 6.7 79.7 87.9 90.9

Glass 14.7 12.0 5.7 16.1 7.45 5.8 80.1 93.6 93.2
Ecoli 6.0 5.2 5.6 16.2 10.9 3.9 74.2 87.3 96.0

Flare 6.1 7.1 6.9 17.2 5.6 5.2 77.4 91.2 95.8

Chess 9.1 8.5 6.3 9.6 5.9 5.3 76.7 91.3 92.2

Table 8 The application of PISA with imbalanced multi-class datasets from Table2.

Datasets Time Datasets Time

PISA DCT1 DCT2 PISA Coal(1) Coal(2)

Connect4 4710 5376 5818 Lympo 15 65 55
Car Eval 74 163 158 Heart 343 531 612
Page Bloc 159 207 222 Derma 194 199 207
Annealing 750 980 881 Zoo 43 93 85
Auto 210 336 293 Glass 180 198 211
Ecoli 139 186 181 Flare 2393 2291 6267
Chess 2412 3305 3393

Table 9 The execution time of the application of PISA with imbalanced multi-class

datasets from Table2.

using a number of datasets from Table2 which feature unbalanced class distri-
butions, were undertaken. For the evaluation we assumed that the agents rep-
resenting rare classes were in coalition at the commencement of the dialogues.
The results were compared against the use of PISA without any coalition strat-
egy. Four measures were used for the comparison: (i) error rate, (ii) balanced
error rate, (iii) run-time and (iv) geometric mean (g-mean)8. This last measure
was used to quantify the classifier performance in [4]. Tables 8 and Table 9
present the results obtained. The column labels “DCT1” and “DCT2” refer to
the two coalition termination mechanisms presented in Sub-section 4.2. From
the tables it can be seen that both coalition techniques boost the performance
of PISA when applied to unbalanced class datasets, with very little additional
cost in time because the coalitions are dismantled when no longer required.

8 The geometric mean is defined as g − mean = (
∏

C

i=1
pii)

1
C where pii is the class

accuracy of class i, and C is the number of classes in the dataset. This measure represents
the trade-off between the accuracies of the different classes: in order to achieve a high G-
mean value a large portion of the minor samples must be classified correctly, even at the
cost of misclassifying some major class examples).
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Noise PISA RDT C4.5 TFPC
0 98.47 94.44 68.19 92.56
2 97.64 90.56 67.75 91.81
5 97.36 93.47 62.92 89.72
10 96.53 92.92 60.97 86.81
20 95.69 91.94 60.56 80.83
40 94.44 90.31 56.35 69.86
50 93.75 88.36 61.81 45.83

Table 10 Accuracyb(%) v. Noise.

6.5 Analysing the Effect of Noise

It was conjectured that the reason why MABCE, and its realisation in PISA,
operates so effectively compared to more standard approaches to classification
was that by distributing the data across a set of agents or groups of agents the
effect of noise and the presence of anomalies can be minimised. To analyse the
effect of noise the housing benefits data set, described for the worked example
given in Section 5, was used. A total of 2400 records were generated, 30% of
these (720 records) were set aside as the test set. The remaining 70% were
and equally distributed over four agents (one per classification), so that each
agent had a data set comprising 420 records. The model used to introduce
noise was the same as that reported in [36]; for an N% noise level in a dataset
of D instances, (N ∗D) instances were randomly selected and the class label
changed to some other randomly selected value (with equal probability) from
the set of available classes. The noise levels used in this study were: 2%, 5%,
10%, 20%, 40% and 50% . The noise was, of course, introduced in the training
sets only and not to the test sets.

Table10 shows the affect of adding noise to the housing benefit dataset on
the accuracy of each classifier. From the table it can be seen that the best
overall classifier, in the presence of large amounts of noise, was PISA with an
accuracy level starting with 98.47% for clean (no noise) data and dropping to
93.75% when a 50% noise level is introduced. The experiment clearly indicates
that PISA, and by extension MABCE in general, copes extremely well with
noisy data compared to the other classifiers tested. Note that the other data
mining technique is particularly susceptible to large amounts of noise.

7 Discussion and Conclusions

A mechanism to achieve Multiagent Argumentation-Based Classification from
Experience(MABCE) has been described. The mechanism has been realised
in the PISA system. PISA allows any number of software agents to engage
in argumentation dialogues concerning the classification of a case whereby
the participating agents mine their arguments directly from local background
datasets representing their experience. The dialogue progresses in a round-
by-round manner. During each round agents can elect to propose an argu-
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ment advocating their own position or attack another agent’s position. The
arguments are mined and expressed in the form of Association Rules (ARs),
which are viewed as generalisations of the individual agent’s experience. The
exemplar application is benefits adjudication where geographically dispersed
benefits offices can “argue” about particular cases by pooling their experience
without specifically sharing individual data instances.

In the context of the field of argumentation the proposed approach has
general applicability as it does not require the generation of specialised knowl-
edge, rules or case bases (as in the case with other argumentation systems) or
reference to domain experts. In the context of classification, PISA also pro-
vides an explanation, with reference to the argumentation tree, of how the
final classification was arrived (see the worked example presented in Section 5.
Also regarding classification, and with reference to the evaluation described in
Section 6, the MABCE approach can outperform more standard approaches,
and can produce even better performance if there is enough data available
to allow agents to work in groups. Further advantages can be obtained if the
biased agreement model is used with respect to ordinal classification problems
and when dynamic coalitions are used with respect to unbalanced data classi-
fication problems. The reason for this is that by distributing the data across
a set of agents or groups of agents the effect of noise and the presence of
anomalies can be minimised as demonstrated by the experiments described in
Sub-section 6.5. These advantages are all clear reasons as to why the proposed
MABCE may be desirable rather than centralised approaches.

Overall the advocated MABCE paradigm, and its realisation in PISA,
presents an approach to classification that is both novel and effective, and
that has real application to common problems, particularly situations where
the data may not be entirely reliable.
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